Across
3. A river in India
8. A country that is surrounded by water and begins with I
15. An ocean located south under India
16. Located east of Korea
17. Marginal sea that is part of Pacific Ocean
19. A desert located east in SE Asia
20. Southern half to Korean Peninsula
21. A river that starts with I

Down
1. Largest bay in the world
2. A sea located in east China
4. Mountains located near China
5. A country located near the coast
6. A river in China
7. Northern half of Korean Peninsula
9. Huang he river known as the
10. A desert in Mongolia
11. A river in Vietnam
12. A country that is surrounded by water and begins with J
13. A body of water for a country that starts with J
14. A country located in South Asia
18. A country in the middle of SE Asia